
“GO WEST (OR SOUTH?) YOUNG MAN!”: 
THE SHIFTING FACE OF CATHOLICISM 

Though I count myself a statistics aficionado, I was blissfully ignorant of the existence of the Association 

of Statisticians of American Religious Bodies. It’s a mouthful, yet they’ve compiled the statistical analysis 
worthy of their highfalutin name. Each decade they conduct a comprehensive study about religion in 
America. How could I have missed this statistical treasure trove? [If you are not interested, just skip to the 
bullet points–I promise not to be offended!] With 372 religious bodies surveyed, the 2020 U.S. Religion 

Census is the most extensive count of congregations ever conducted. Its results are fascinating. No wonder 
I am behind on my e-mails! First conducted by the U.S. government in 1890, today’s study does a much 
deeper dive and this column endeavors to summarize its highlights. In short, perhaps Horace Greeley’s 
1865 slogan, “Go West, young man” should be re-written, “Go south, young Catholic!” 

The survey’s 350,000 congregations represent 161 million adherents, meaning that overall, 48.7% of the 
population has some tangible connection with a religious congregation. It also means that more than half 
do not! There are 61.9 million Catholics in the U.S., about 18.7% of the population. While collectively, 
Protestant Christians outnumber Catholics, when separated, Catholics are the single-largest religious 
group in the nation. There are about three times as many Catholics as nondenominational Christians or 
Southern Baptists, the next two largest groups. It was noteworthy that the traditional mainstay protestant 
denominations have far slipped behind “non-denominational” Christians. That phenomenon is worthy of 
a column itself. How any organized group of Christians could be considered “non-denominational” remains 
a mystery to me. 

But while Catholics may have larger numbers, it was striking just how few parishes we have compared to 
other religious groups. Catholics have fewer, though larger, individual parishes. We have closed more than 
1000 parishes since the 2010 survey nationwide, and that trend will continue. State by state, Catholics 
comprise the largest single grouping in 36 of the 50 U.S. states. Since the last survey (2010), Alaska and 
Washington state no longer count Catholics as the largest single group, though in that same decade, 
Missouri and Virginia now do represent Catholics as the largest. The most interesting map the survey 
produced (see page 7) showed the major “religious family” groups by percentage. Click online to view a 
high-res map. Praemonitus praemunitus– “forewarned is forearmed.” Be prepared to waste at least an hour!  

Counties predominantly Catholic were pictured in shades of blue, while Baptists were in shades of rust, 
Mormons grey, and Lutherans in shades of gold. For example, if a county was 50%+ any denomination, it 
was a deep shade of those colors. If between 25-50%, yet still the largest grouping in that county, it would 
be light blue or light rust. By this clever visual alone, one can scan the map and receive a fairly accurate 
lay of the land. If a county is colored white (181 of them!) that means that no single religious group reaches 
25% of the population– the “nones” as pollsters say. Check your religion in the box– “None!” Where do 
you suspect the map is bluest? If you surmise the northeast, you win! Yet, that only tells part of the story. 
The largest swath of blue was in California, New Mexico, south Texas, Louisiana and southern Florida.  

Michigan and Wisconsin were surely “bluer” than Minnesota, thanks to the concentration of Lutheran 
brothers and sisters here and in North Dakota! Heading south, you would see plenty of red or pink. My 
Minnesota takeaways? Lutherans are strongest in the west and northwest of our state, while Catholics are 
most concentrated from Le Sueur country through Carver, Wright to Stearns County, its German Catholic 
roots making it our most Catholic county at 64%. The Vikings-Packers rivalry aside, know that as Catholics 
we have much more in common with our neighbors to the east than you might think. However, the biggest 
surprise for me was clearly Nevada! I was surprised that in 12 of its 17 counties, Catholics were the largest 
group. The other five counted Mormons as the largest group. What overall conclusions ought we draw from 
these data points? After all, statistics only paint a broad picture. We’ve seen a seismic shift from the 
northeast being a dominant factor in Catholicism–it’s much more secularized. The “power” center of U.S. 
Catholicism has long ago shifted from cities such as Philadelphia or Boston.  

https://www.usreligioncensus.org/sites/default/files/2022-11/2020%20USRC%20Families%20Map%20high%20res.pdf


Consider the 1934 power play of Philadelphia’s Dennis Cardinal Dougherty. Concerned that films had 
grown too risqué, he called on all Catholics living in his Archdiocese to boycott movie theaters. His letter 
(click here) declared it sinful for any of the area’s Catholics to enter a movie theater! The effect of the 
boycott was immediate, with over 300,000 Catholics signing pledges to avoid the movies. Ticket sales 
plummeted by 20%. Can you imagine any bishop commanding such influence today? We live in a different 

era. Religious practice is on the wane. You as faithful laity are now the primary influencers. We clergy 
must lead by our clear teaching and encouragement for you to bring your faith to the public square. The 
face of the Church continues to shift and change. What does not change is the perennial truth of Jesus Christ 
and his Church. 

• A new reliquary was unveiled last week in Toulouse, France to mark the 700th anniversary of 
the canonization of St. Thomas Aquinas. The unusual relic in question? The saint’s complete 
skull! Count me a bit skeptical, if only because after seeing the photo, it is hard to imagine such 
a brilliant man’s brain could fit inside such a small skull! Seriously, the relic is 100% authentic! 
The Angelic Doctor has had as much influence on the church’s theology as any theologian in 
history. 

• “Middle-aged” after all? The world’s oldest known person, French nun Sr. André Randon (b. 
1904) died recently at the spry age of 118. At age 59, I am feeling like a kid again! Requiescat in 
pace. 

• How radical is the Minnesota Protect Reproductive Options (PRO) Act? It goes well beyond 
merely “codifying” Roe. Even the life of a fetus whose heart is beating, who can feel pain, and 
who is viable outside the womb is disregarded. Minors will be able to receive hormonal 
contraceptives and sex-transition therapies without parental consent. It passed by just one vote 
in the Senate! This a profoundly sad moment for the state of Minnesota. 

• Africa leading the way! Which? According to Georgetown’s CARA (Center for Applied Research 
in the Apostolate), Nigeria and Kenya are leading the way with respect to Mass attendance. A 
whopping 94% percent of Catholics in Nigeria say they attend Mass at least weekly, followed by 
Kenya, (73%), Lebanon (69%), Philippines (56%), Colombia (54%), Poland (52%), and Ecuador 
(50%). 

• Inviting all women. We are trying to re-boot our Cathedral Women’s Association and invite the 
ladies of the parish to attend a Social on Friday February 10th at 6:00 p.m. in Hayden Hall. Please 
join us and invite a friend. 

Sincerely in Christ,  

Fr. John L. Ubel,  

Rector 
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